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Do you know the song ‘I can Sing a 

Rainbow’?  Click the link and sing along. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-

radio/nursery-rhymes-i-can-sing-a-

rainbow/zn3tqp3 
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Creative 

CD Fish 

Can you recycle an old CD or DVD and create a shiny 

hanging fish?  Take an old CD and draw scales onto 

the CD or decorate it using collage materials such as 

shiny paper, foil, sweet wrapper, beads or sequins.  

Cut out some fins and a tail and you can hang your 

fish in the window and let the light reflect off of it. 

 

Understanding the World 

Grow a Rainbow 

Click on the link below to see how you can 

grow your own rainbow at home using 

some kitchen roll, two small glasses and 

some felt tipped pens. 

https://www.thebestideasforkids.com/gro

w-a-rainbow-experiment/ 

 

 

Well Being 

We all need to keep physically active and 
the Daily Mile might help.  The ‘Daily Mile 
At Home’ is a super simple idea, with an 
adult, just go outside for 15 minutes of 
jogging or running at your own pace each 
day. There is also a fabulous website link 
below, telling you all about the daily mile 
and lots of challenges to keep yourself 
busy and active whilst at home.  
  
https://thedailymile.co.uk/at-home/ 

 
 

 

Creative 

Colour Mixing a Rainbow 

Over the last few weeks during lockdown you 

have probably drawn or painted rainbows to 

show appreciation for the NHS.  Today we would 

like you to paint a rainbow, but you will need to 

mix the colours that you need.  You will need to 

start with the Primary colours – red, blue and 

yellow.  To make the other colours in the 

rainbow you will need to explore which colours 

mixed together make the Secondary colours.  Use 

the picture at the top to check which order the 

colours go in. 
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